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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

MORE RAMBLINGS
It’s almost August, It will be when you read this, and we are still hamstrung
by the COVID. Yes, we want to do all the fun Porsche things again. We also
need to remember that the health of our club members is the most
important thing. A lot of us fit the prime demographic for bad things when
infected by the COVID-19.
The modified A&Ds seem to be working. Thank you to all that attend and
those that help make it happen.
I have been spending some quality time in the garage with my 944. The oil/water cooler has had
an annoying drip and the transaxle has been making some weird noises.
The oil/water cooler bolts to the side of the block. The engine coolant surrounds and flows
through the oil cooler. This helps keep the oil temp in the correct operating range. To remove
to replace the gaskets you: drain the oil, remove the oil filter, drain the coolant, remove the
headers and move the power steering pump out of the way. Plus a couple other little
“removes”. So I did that, so far so good. The aluminum housing was pretty dirty and keeping
with my “make it better” philosophy, I cleaned it to a nice luster. Then I noticed on the inside
that some corrosion was eating its way through the housing and would be free very soon, ugh!
Replacement part is on way. Hope I remember how it all goes together.
Well the car is down, so might as well start on the R&R of the transaxle. On the 944 the 2.5 liter
4 cylinder engine is in the front and the transaxle is in the back. This is why the 944 is such well
balanced and forgiving cars to drive. As of this writing the replacement transaxle is clean and
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shiny and the old one is ready to remove. Everything is disconnected less the 2 bolts that hold it
to the body. New shift linage parts have been installed so it won’t be so sloppy shifting.
Hopefully this will be done with a happy ending by the time you read this.
A thirty-three year old car with lots of miles, I’m not surprised that it needs some love. I don’t
mind giving the love.
PLEASE do the right things and stay safe and healthy!
See you down the road, I’ll be flashing my lights at you!

Tim
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JULY

ARRIVE AND DRIVE
Text by Ken Moore
Photos by Shannon Hirschberg

Saturday, July 11 was the second COVID-19 Arrive and
Drive of 2020. High Desert Region participants met at
the normal meeting place at the Cascade Shopping
Center. Drivers had received the Universal Meeting
rules along with Arrive and Drive directions via email
to minimize contact. Members spent a few minutes
admiring the gathering of Porsches while adhering to
COVID-19 rules, including face masks and proper
social distancing. COVID or no COVID, the cars looked spectacular and the enthusiasm was high.
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The route proceeded south on Highway 97 to Sunriver, where it followed rural roads offering
unobstructed views of snowcapped Mount Bachelor.
Drivers proceeded east on the Paulina East Lake Road toward Newbury Volcanic National
Monument. The road lived up to its billing, with minimal traffic and lots of S-turns. Whoever
designed this road must have owned a Porsche!

Weather was perfect, and it seemed half the Porsches were either Cabriolets or Targas, taking
advantage of the perfect Central Oregon conditions and providing open air rides. Pre-assigned
groups of ten Porsches each were sent off at thirty minute increments, for a total of forty vehicles
and about eighty participants. Even while adhering to social distancing, it is obvious there is a pent
up demand for Arrive and Drive events! Drivers proceeded through the entry of Newberry
Volcanic National Monument to East Lake Lodge, where they turned around and proceeded back
down the twisty, hilly route.
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Both Paulina Lake and East Lake were glorious in their natural
splendor, shimmering dark blue in color and surrounded by a
lush green forest. Paulina Peak provided a majestic backdrop,
a reminder that we were casually driving our Porsches within
an ancient, but not dead, volcanic crater.

A tour highlight was passing subsequent groups heading up the route. Good spirits were evident
with traditional Porsche light flashings, gentle beeps, and enthusiastic waves. It is always
impressive to witness ten beautiful Porsches pass by in an exuberant procession of excellence.
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ACCO AUTOCROSS 7-8
Autocross Club of Central Oregon
Saturday, Aug 15 — Sunday, Aug 16, 2020
HooDoo Ski Area, Sisters, Oregon
Registration ends in 25 days on August 16,
2020 9:00 AM PDT

Please join ACCO for the next Autocross events of 2020! Due to the restrictions caused by
COVID-19 everyone must observe social distancing measures. Facilities will be extremely
limited so please plan accordingly.
$25 per event Voting Members
$30 per event Non-Voting Members
GUIDELINES
1. Observe Social Distancing. 6' of separation required between all participants and event staff.
2. 20' space will be required between each pit space. Only members of the same party will be
allowed within each pit space.
3. Masks and glove usage is highly encouraged.
4. Socially-distanced dry camping available. Gates open Friday night.
5. Individuals check in at the van upon arrival. Contact-less registration will be used.
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6. While in Grid, all drivers will remain within their vehicle. Vehicle inspection, tire pressure
checks will be allowed in a designated area.
7. No ride-alongs with people outside of your party. Loaner helmets will not be available.
Please be sure to bring your own SNELL 2005 approved helmet.

Event Requirements
Registration ends in 25 days on August 16, 2020 9:00 AM PDT
Pre registration requirements are as follows:
1. Please bring your own PPE.
Facemask
Gloves
Sanitary wipes
2. Prepayment through MSR.
3. Electronically submitted signed insurance waiver
ACCO General Insurance Waiver.pdf
4. Electronically submitted completed Covid 19 questionaire
ACCO COVID-19 Questionnaire Rev 1.pdf
5. Electronically submitted completed Self Tech form
ACCO self tech form Rev 2.pdf
6. Download, Fill & Sign and Email forms to taureaudor@hotmail.com
or print, sign, take a pic and text it to 541-325-2114
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MINI ROAD TRIP
- OR - TAKE BREN’S ADVICE
Here it is almost July and the Porsche trips we had planned have been swept away by the
COVID. The 911 is still parked with the top up calling to me every time I walk into the garage.
How sad, how depressing…
Sue’s Birthday is fast approaching (I think its 49, again) and what to do? We are not ready for
dinners out, group gatherings or motels. We are suffering some cabin fever though.
Let’s drive to the coast for a picnic on the beach to celebrate your Birthday! After some
discussion we had a plan and after consulting with Bob Pressprich and “Maps” we had a route.
We didn’t really consult the weather, it was full steam ahead!
The birthday morning dawned clear and windy, perfect, we would be making wind of our own.
So who would notice a little more?
I backed the 911 out of the garage and Sue the VW with Grace, our Black lab. After a fuel topup and dropping Grace and the VW at my brother’s for the day we were off.
South on Hwy 97 to the “Crescent Cut-off Rd” that takes you west to Hwy 58. Driving this
stretch we were entertained by the “Gambler 500” vehicles along the road and on the road. It
looked like a “24 hrs Lemons” race only on dirt forest roads. Why did they strap the sofa to the
roof? We did receive some thumbs-up from contestants, car people are car people.
Onto Hwy 58 heading toward the coast and our destination, Reedsport. Question, why do we
all race our engine and beep the horn in a tunnel? Gorgeous smooth road, Cascade Lakes and
RV’s, the good and the bad.
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1. After sitting in traffic we see the cause of the delay and a reminder of the perils of driving.
Stay alert and ready for the unexpected at all times!!
2. Left onto Cloverdale Rd south than onto to I-5 South. Rest stop on I-5 was clean and not to
busy. Mask on and sanitizer ready.
Exit I-5 onto Hwy 38 west toward Drain. Top down now. The Hwy follows Elk Creek to the town
of Elkton. Point of note, we saw no elk, but some Elktonites! At Elkton the Elk Creek merges
with the Umpqua River and the highway flows along the river. A glorious drive to Hwy 101 and
Reedsport.
North on 101 looking for Siltcoos Beach Access Rd on the left, found it. We have our “Golden
Pass”, no fees. What we didn’t know was this was an off road play ground also, ugh. After
talking to the Volunteer we learned the off roaders were confined to the north end of the
beach and the south end was people only. So we stayed. Oh, the dunes are off limits, stay on
the path, because the Arctic Plovers are mating and nesting in them. Why are they the only
ones allowed to have fun in the dunes?
Picnic basket, blanket and
Birthday cupcakes to the beach!
We found a nice out-of-thewind spot with an ocean view.
Time to eat. After lunch it was
stroll the beach, look for the
perfect shell and hold-ontoyour-hat. Two and a half hours
later, back in the 911 and North
on 101.
At Florence we turned right onto
Hwy 126 toward Eugene. In
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Eugene we topped up the gas and closed the top. The good news, late in the day the pass is
mostly clear of RV’s and tourists. I had planned on driving one of my favorite roads, Hwy 242.
Hunger and time constraint convinced us to take the path of least resistance.
It was 430 miles of mostly Porsche driving joy. The beach was a pleasant diversion and most
importantly, the Birthday Girl was happy!
The next morning while cleaning the 911 I was reminded of the old Porsche poster “Kills Bugs
Fast”.
Text and Photo by Tim Hagner
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SAFETY “NANNIES” & DIGITAL
CONFUSION
By: Earl E. Apex
Insights From A Curious Mind

First a note about Earl:
Years ago, Earl E. Apex learned to how to drive Porsches fast with 356s and 912s. He found that
if done right, he could tap the brakes at corner entry, catch the oversteer and hang the rear
end out all around the corner. He didn’t know that it was a favorite Mario Andretti trick, nor
that it was called “trail braking” and taking an “early apex”. He only knew that it was lots of fun.
Safety “Nannies” & Digital Confusion
Times were when you could get your key, start your car and drive
away serenely happy. You never had to worry about interpreting the
different buzzers ringing, the bells chiming, or the dash icons lighting
up. Not any more! We all know that dummies don’t maintain their
cars and need these “Nannies”. But, do the rest of us have to put up
with all these safety “improvements”.

Newer Porsches have more than their share of these “improvements”. The first thing that I
have to remember after starting one of our newer cars is to reach for the “kill the alarms
sound” button, or the car fires off more alarm bells and blinking videos than anyone can stand.
The car thinks that other cars parked next to it and the garage door opening edges are mortal
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threats. Plus sometimes in traffic I get to enjoy being suddenly jolted by an alarm going off
because a car in the other lane is slightly too close.
And then there is the useless break-in alarm that sets the horn blasting for 5 minutes. It’s
common knowledge that constant horn honking means nothing and is ignored by everyone.
These useless alarms have never saved a break-in, or car theft. Thieves break the glass and
swipe stuff in 5 seconds and are gone anyway. Horn honking just makes everyone irritated at
the car.
Added to this is one of the worst digital features. It’s the famous “interior motion sensor”
which is hooked to the break-in alarm. If you don’t remember the exact sequence of door
handle pushing and flashing lights, you better not lock your car with your dog, or your grandma
in it. About the time you sit down to enjoy a favorite restaurant meal, you hear a distant horn
honking. Some dummy’s car alarm was set off. OMG, it may be mine and off I go. I don’t know
if you have dealt with a dog bombarded by five minutes of horn honking, but its not very
pleasant.
And, how can I forget the fun of trying to change the time of day in most cars. We used to be
able to change the time in any car by turning the little knob in the center of the clock. Today
with all the digital design freedom, every car manufacturer makes sure that every car brand
and almost every model has a different way to change the time of day.
With some cars you can usually try enough different things that you can change the time. With
other cars the manufacturer makes sure that you will never figure it out without the manual. In
one of our newer cars, the clock has little knobs on both sides of it. But, oh no, those knobs
have nothing to do with changing the time. There are two other knobs, two feet away that
have to be used to change the time, if you can figure our the right sequence of knob turning.
Very cool.
Manufacturers seem to think that you only drive one car and that you constantly change the
time, so any way to make changing the time difficult is a design improvement that makes their
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car better. Reality is that most people can’t remember how to change the time because they
drive multiple cars and only need to change the time a couple of times a year.
And don’t get me started on the massive confusion with every new car having dozens of
functions in ever expanding, multi layered, drop down menus plus having different names for
the same function. Just try to regularly drive three of four different newer cars and use their
drop down menus. I know of people who have spent hours sitting in their new Porsches, trying
to understand and set up all the menu choices, with only partial success.
You would think that with the billions spent on car design by manufacturers trying to attract
buyers, they would have working groups to standardize the many routine digital control
operations. You would also think that manufacturers would put a high priority on making their
digital controls as simple and logical as possible for drivers. But no, it’s the opposite. Isn’t it nice
these days how car manufacturers just want to help us.

Your friend Earl
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JULY 18, 2020 @ BEND OUTLET STORE MALL

SECOND ANNUAL
PORSCHE/CORVETTE CAR SHOW
Once again these two active Central Oregon car clubs put on a car show event for the community.
The First Joint Show was held in Sisters in front of the City Hall last May. It was very successful, so
we decided to do it again. With some improvements this time.

We had 40 cars, 20 from each club, compared to 30 last year. New this year was the addition of
an onsite Food Truck and a Shaved Ice Truck. We also had music played over an audio system for
all to enjoy. We had coffee and ice cold water, for everyone, including the many folks who came
to the show after shopping at the mall, or saw the event driving by.
New this year was the challenge of dealing with the Covid 19 Virus problem. We took great care in
more than complying with the restrictions dictated by Salem. Sam and Carolyn Davis produced
the 6’ Social Distant signs spread throughout the event. Also we had available at the Registration
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desk, hand wipes, hand sanitizer, and face masks. Everyone was very cooperative and used these
tools for the protection of all.

Like last year, we had a voting by members of their favorite car. Porsche members voted for their
favorite Corvette and the Corvette members voted for their favorite Porsche.
It was no surprise to anyone who won the 1st place
awards: Paul Vallerga for his beautiful 1960 Cream 356
Roadster,
and Bill Sherrer for his impressive Black 1958 C-1 Coupe.
Older cars still rule.
Second place went to Sam Davis for his 1985 Red 930
Turbo, and to Don Ginter for his Red 2019 C-7 Grand
Sport. Third place was captured by Pete Olson for his
Blue 2016 GT-4, and to John Shaw for his Ceramic Grey
2019 C-7 Grand Sport.
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Fourth and Fifth place Runner up positions were each awarded Columbia Discount certificates.
They were Charlie Winch and Mike O’Conner for Porsche, and Tim Mangan and Keith Linville for
Corvette.
The awards were presented at the end of the show by Don Ginter Pres. of the Corvette Club, and
yours truly for the Porsche group.
There are many to thank for making an
event like this happen. Some but not all
are:
Registration desk/ voting tabulations/
recording in all exhibitors etc; Carolyn
Davis, Ann Sampson, Dee Ginter, Debbie
Sherrer. And thanks to the Parking crew
in yellow vests; Don Ginter, Jeremy
Williams, Pete Olson, Sam Davis etc. for
risking life and limb out there.
This was a raging success by all who
attended, especially the public who were very happy to get out and have a safe fun event to go to
and bring the kids. Wonderful fun for all.
See you all next year!
Text by Mike Sampson and
Sam Davis
Photos by Mike Sampson and
Roger Sanders
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THE FAITH, HOPE, AND CHARITY EVENT

PORSCHES IN HIGH HEELS
text and photos by Audrey Moore

Termed 'A Success', the first event for the Porsches in High Heels group gathered on
Saturday, July 2th for an outing meeting at the Starbucks at the Cascade Shopping Center in
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Bend. Nine cars and ten fabulous women ready for a drive through Sisters, Oregon stopping
for a java jolt at Sisters Coffee Company. We then continued on through the backroads to
Faith Hope & Charity Vineyards located in the hills of Terrebonne, Oregon. Even though we
had to drive our precious cars on a gravel driveway to get to the winery, we were blessed
with a beautiful grass parking lot, which was located adjacent to the vineyards and a
backdrop of the Three Sisters mountains, Faith, Hope & Charity.
In our group was Audrey Moore, Linda
Anzelotti, Connie Halperin, Jeanie Faria,
Carolyn Houghton, Pam Burroughs, Charlie
Wintch, Lisa McCarthy, Jane Graeber, and
Lisa Sarimento. Our luncheon setting was in
the shade on the winery's expansive lawn
area, including salads, pizzas, and of course
a wine tasting of our choice. After a fun
game of bingo and Charlie Wintch winning the growler of Pomegranate Sangria, we
concluded the day with plans in place for our next August event.
Yes, our first successful Porsches in High Heels event with many more to come!
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